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Abstract. When extreme ultraviolet �EUV� mirror systems having sev-
eral high-order aspheric surfaces are optimized, the configurations
sometimes enter into highly unstable regions of the parameter space.
Small changes of system parameters lead then to large changes in ray
paths and optimization algorithms fail. A technique applicable for any
rotationally symmetric optical system that keeps the configuration away
from unstable regions during optimization is described. A finite-aberration
quantity is computed for several rays, and its average change per sur-
face is determined for all surfaces. For not too large values of these
average changes, optimization remains stable. A design for EUV litho-
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Introduction

n optical system design, it is important to decrease the
ensitivity of the imaging quality of the design when sys-
em parameters are slightly changed. In relaxed designs, in
hich the permissible tolerances for a given deterioration

n image quality are not very restrictive, high-order aberra-
ions are kept at low levels.1 In this case, if third-order
berration analysis is used, not only must the total values of
he �relevant� Seidel coefficients be sufficiently low, but the
ndividual contributions of the various surfaces to these co-
fficients must be kept within limits as well.2 Surfaces
here individual surface contributions to the Seidel coeffi-

ients are too large tend to generate high-order aberrations,
nd the total system will suffer from strain �the opposite of
elaxation� even when the resulting imaging quality is sat-
sfactory.

The systems considered in this paper are rotationally
ymmetric ones having several high-order aspheric sur-
aces, such as the objectives for extreme ultraviolet �EUV�
ithography.3–8 When such systems are optimized with the
spheric coefficients as variables, the configurations often
volve toward shapes in which the strain is so extreme that
ptimization itself becomes difficult. When small changes
o system parameters lead to large changes in the ray paths,
ptimization algorithms tend to become unstable and to ter-
inate abnormally. A good choice of numerical parameters,

uch as the variable increments, can extend the variable
omain where the algorithm behaves normally, and the de-
ree of strain that can be handled in a specific design situ-
tion also depends on the implementation details of the
ocal optimization algorithm. However, with high-order as-
091-3286/2008/$25.00 © 2008 SPIE
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pheres, the topography of the design landscape can some-
times be so difficult that even using a usually robust algo-
rithm with optimal numerical parameters might not be
sufficient. Therefore, the approach described in this paper
will be to avoid the regions where the strain is so extreme
that it cannot be handled properly by the optimization al-
gorithm.

To make the design of EUV mirror systems more effi-
cient, we have used a set of new techniques called network
search,9 saddle point construction,10 and quasi-invariant
stabilization. In this work, we present the quasi-invariant
technique to avoid unstable regions in the parameter space
of the system. Rather than focus on final imaging quality,
the emphasis here will be on intermediate design stages
where the goal is to stabilize the optimization when neces-
sary. Using this set of techniques, we have obtained six-
and eight-mirror designs with performances that make them
suitable for practical applications.9–11

After introducing in Sec. 2 some paraxial prerequisites,
we will introduce in Sec. 3 a finite-aberration quantity, the
so-called quasi-invariant. Our quasi-invariant is almost
identical with the one originally introduced by Buchdahl12

for a very different purpose, namely to compute high-order
aberration coefficients. In the paraxial approximation, the
quasi-invariant becomes the well-known Lagrange invari-
ant, which is strictly conserved along the system. For real
rays, the quasi-invariant is not a strict invariant. This fact is
essential, because the deviation of invariance from surface
to surface is directly related to the ray aberrations at a given
surface. Whereas, the Seidel aberration expressions contain
only the fourth-order aspheric surface coefficient, the quasi-
invariant contains the effect of aspheric coefficients for all
orders. �Higher-order aberration coefficients do include the

effects of higher-order aspheres, but their computation is
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ontrivial, especially for aberration coefficients having or-
ers higher than five. The direct use of the quasi-invariant,
hich is closely related to the power series expansion of

he transverse ray aberrations in terms of aberration coeffi-
ients and can be even used to compute these coefficients,12

s more practical.� In Sec. 4, we show how the quasi-
nvariant can be used to stabilize the optimization. Basi-
ally, we generalize for finite rays the idea mentioned pre-
iously of limiting the acceptable magnitude of the
ontributions of individual surfaces to the aberrations of the
ystem. The stabilization technique consists of two steps:
rst, a stable initial configuration is obtained for subsequent
ptimization by choosing the system parameters such that
he quasi-invariant change per surface is minimal. Then, if
he average changes per surfaces of the quasi-invariant re-
ain acceptably small during optimization, the configura-

ion is kept in the safe region of the parameter space. The
echnique has been implemented in the commercial optical
esign program CODE V.13 In principle, the same basic
dea could also be implemented by using the so-called Al-
is theorem,14 but in our opinion, the use of the quasi-
nvariant is simpler and more straightforward in its appli-
ation. In a more provisional form, we have addressed the
resent issue in Ref. 15.

Paraxial Approximation
onsider a rotationally symmetric optical system. We de-
ote the object plane by O, the paraxial image plane by I,
nd the stop plane by S. Quantities at these planes will have
he corresponding index. We assume first that the object is
t a finite distance from the first surface, and we define an
rbitrary ray through the system by its normalized coordi-
ates in the object plane ��x ,�y� �the field coordinates� and
n the stop plane ��x ,�y� �the aperture coordinates�. Thus,
f the stop radius is rS and the maximal object height is rO,
hen the Cartesian coordinates are related to the normalized
oordinates at the stop plane by

S = rS�x, yS = rS�y , �1�

nd at the object plane by

O = rO�x, yO = rO�y . �2�

t each surface, the position and direction of a ray passing
hrough the system are fully determined by the x and y
oordinates of its point of intersection with the surface and
y the optical direction cosines � and �, corresponding to x
nd y. If the ray direction is given by the unit vector a
�ax ,ay ,az�, then

= nax,

= nay ,

= naz. �3�

t can be shown,12,16,17 that, at all surfaces of the system, in
he paraxial approximation x, y, �, and � are given by linear
ombinations of the aperture and field coordinates. The co-
fficients are then the height and the slope of the marginal

nd chief rays, paraxially traced at that surface. If we de-

ptical Engineering 033004-
note paraxial ray quantities by a tilde, we have

x = h̄�x + h�x, �̃ = nū�x + nu�x,

y = h̄�y + h�y, �̃ = nū�x + nu�y . �4�

Here, the paraxial marginal and chief ray heights are de-

noted by h and h̄, the corresponding marginal and chief ray
slopes are denoted by u and ū, and the refractive index is
denoted by n �see Fig. 1�. In the case of mirror systems,
which we study here, the refractive index n is equal to �1,
with the sign changing after each reflection.

We will also use the fact that h, h̄, u, ū are not indepen-
dent. In fact, the quantity H defined by

H = nh̄u − nhū �5�

�the Lagrange invariant� retains the same value throughout
the system.14

In Eq. �4�, n, u, ū, �, and � are quantities prior to reflec-
tion or refraction. Similar relations exist for the correspond-
ing quantities after reflection or refraction.

3 Quasi-Invariant
Several quantities called quasi-invariants will now be de-
fined following Bociort.17 For an arbitrary finite ray �i.e.,
real ray, as opposed to paraxial ray�, consider the two com-
ponents of the transverse aberration vector of the ray. At the
paraxial image plane, these components are defined by

�x = xI − x̃I, �y = yI − ỹI. �6�

Consider also Eqs. �4�, which hold for the paraxial approxi-
mations of the ray parameters. We start by seeking certain
quantities, which can be related to the given finite ray such
that relations similar to Eqs. �4� hold exactly for them.

More precisely, we look for eight quantities, x̂, ŷ, �̂, �̂, �̂x,
�̂y, �̂x, �̂y, such that at every surface of the system we have

ˆ ¯ ˆ ˆ ˆ ¯ ˆ ˆ

Fig. 1 Paraxially computed heights and slopes of the marginal ray
OB and chief ray AP at an arbitrary surface. The height of the chief
ray at the object plane is equal to the maximum object height, rO,
and the height of the marginal ray at the stop plane gives the stop
radius, rS.
x = h�x + h�x, � = nu�x + nu�x,

March 2008/Vol. 47�3�2
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ˆ = h̄�̂y + h�̂y, �̂ = nū�̂x + nu�̂y . �7�

he first requirement for determining the new quantities is
hat in the paraxial approximation Eqs. �7� reduce to Eqs.
4�. Thus, the paraxial approximations for �̂x, �̂y, �̂x, �̂y
ust be the quantities, �x, �y, �x, �y, which by definition

�1� and �2�� are surface-independent. Following
uchdahl,12 any quantity that reduces to such an invariant

n the paraxial limit will be called a quasi-invariant. By
efinition, �̂x, �̂y, �̂x, �̂y are such quantities.

The basic idea is now to relate the finite ray aberrations
roduced by each surface to the changes of the quasi-
nvariants at that surface. First, because the normalized co-
rdinates are defined at the object and stop planes, we re-
uire that the quasi-invariants associated to the field and
perture coordinates are free of aberrations at the object
nd stop planes, respectively. In other words, this means
hat they reduce to the corresponding ray coordinates,

ˆxO = �x, �̂yO = �y , �8�

nd

ˆ xS = �x, �̂yS = �y . �9�

ecause at the object plane we have h̄=rO and h=0, and at

he stop plane, we have h=rS and h̄=0, it follows by com-
aring Eqs. �7� with Eqs. �1� and �2� that at these two
lanes we have

ˆ = x, ŷ = y . �10�

e now require that Eq. �10� must be valid at each planar
urface.

The components �x and �y of the transverse aberration
an be expressed through the quasi-invariants. By denoting
he maximal paraxial image height by rI, it follows from
q. �6� that

x = xI − x̃I = rI��̂xI − �x� . �11�

We write the relations for the x component. Similar rela-
ions are valid for the y component.� Obviously, the total
hange of �̂x from the object to the image plane can be
ritten as the sum of all individual changes in the system

ˆxI − �x = �̂xI − �̂xO = �	�̂x, �12�

here 	 denotes the change of a quantity.
For determining the expressions of the quasi-invariants,

onsider Eqs. �7� as systems of linear equations with un-
nowns �̂x, �̂y, �̂x, �̂y. It follows from Eqs. �7� and �5� that
t each surface of the system we have

ˆx =
1

H
�nux̂ − h�̂� , �13�
nd

ptical Engineering 033004-
�̂x = −
1

H
�nūx̂ − h̄�̂� . �14�

Let us now determine the precise form of x̂, ŷ, �̂, and �̂.
The usual assumption in aberration theory is that transfer
through a homogeneous medium does not contribute to the
aberrations. Therefore, we simply require that the change of
�̂x vanishes at transfer through a homogeneous medium.

Consider first the case of the transfer between two
planes separated by the distance z. It can be easily verified
that the transfer contributions vanish for

�̂ =
n�

�
, �̂ =

n�

�
, �15�

where � is the optical direction cosine with respect to the z
axis

� = �n2 − �2 − �2. �16�

In the case of mirror systems, n and az have the same sign
�that changes after each reflection�, so � will always be
positive.

Because at transfer n, u ,�, and � remain unchanged, we
have

	x̂ = 	x =
�

�
z, 	h = uz , �17�

and therefore

	�̂x =
1

H
�nu	x −

n�

�
	h� = 0. �18�

In the case of transfer between two curved mirror or lens
surfaces, we consider the plane tangent to each surface at
its vertex �the polar tangent plane� and define x̂ as the x
coordinate of the intersection point of the transferred ray
�or its prolongation� with the corresponding polar tangent
plane. Obviously, Eq. �18� also holds if instead of x, we
now consider the quantity x̂. Thus, the quantities x̂ and ŷ in
Eq. �7� must be the polar-tangent-plane coordinates of the
given ray �see Fig. 2�. Now, the quasi-invariants �Eqs. �13�
and �14�� are uniquely defined. Thus, the quasi-invariant �̂x
has nonzero changes 	�̂x at the individual surfaces, and in
Eq. �12�, the sum must be taken over all surfaces. Note that,
for each ray-surface intersection point, we have two values
for x̂ �and also for ŷ�: one before and one after reflection or
refraction. Having established the form of the quantities
appearing in Eq. �7�, note that relations similar to �13� and
�14� can be written for �̂y and �̂y

�̂y =
1

H
�nuŷ − h�̂� ,

�̂y = −
1

H
�nūŷ − h̄�̂� . �19�

If at the paraxial image plane, we write H=rInIuI, it follows

from Eqs. �10� and �11� that

March 2008/Vol. 47�3�3
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x =
1

nIuI
�	�H�̂x� �20�

similar relation is valid for �y. The quantity 	�H�̂x� /nIuI

ay thus be interpreted as the contribution of a given sur-
ace to the finite-ray aberration. In the vector 	�̂
�	�̂x ,	�̂y� will be used the following, to stabilize the op-

imization. Equation �20� gives the decomposition of the
ransverse aberration of an arbitrary ray in contributions
rom reflection or refraction at each surface of the system.
ecause the two components of the �̂ quasi-invariant are

elated to the transverse aberration, this quasi-invariant
lays a more important role than �̂.

These quasi-invariants, �̂ and �̂, can also be used for
eriving analytic expressions for Seidel and higher-order
berrations coefficients.17 In a power series expansion with
espect to the aperture and field coordinates, the third-order
erms 	�H�̂x� and 	�H�̂y� are the Seidel aberration coeffi-
ients.

The above approach is also valid when the object of the
ptical system is placed at infinity but the field coordinates
ust then be defined in a different way. In this case, in the

bject space, we have nOuO=0 and it can be easily verified
rom Eqs. �7� and �8� that

ˆ
O = nOūO�x, �̂O = nOūO�y , �21�

ig. 2 The quantities x̂ before and x̂� after reflection of a ray at a
irror surface, are drawn here in the special case of a ray in the x-z
lane. In the optical design program, we introduce automatically two
lane dummy surfaces at each system surface, one before the sur-

ace and one after it, which behave as tangential planes to that
ystem surface. x̂, x̂�, ŷ, and ŷ� are the coordinates of the ray inter-
ection points with the dummy surfaces computed by the ray-tracing
lgorithm.
nd, from Eq. �15� that we obtain

ptical Engineering 033004-
�O

�O
= ūO�x,

�O

�O
= ūO�y . �22�

Thus, in the case of optical systems with the object at in-
finity, the field coordinates are defined by Eq. �22� instead
of Eq. �2�.

4 Stabilization of the Optimization
Extreme ultraviolet mirror designs typically have four, six,
or eight high-order aspherical surfaces.18–28 A standard as-
pherical surface with rotational symmetry about the z axis
can be represented as

z =
c�x2 + y2�

1 + �1 − �1 + k�c2�x2 + y2�
+ �

m=2

m0

a2m�x2 + y2�2m, �23�

where c is the curvature at the vertex of the surface, k is the
conic constant, and a2m are polynomial coefficients �m
=2, . . . ,m0�. Especially for starting configurations gener-
ated without any a priori knowledge, we have found that
such designs often enter into highly unstable regions of the
parameter space during optimization.28 In this section, we
show how to avoid this problem, assuming that there is a
correlation between the change of the quasi-invariant �̂�QI�
and the sensitivity of the ray paths when the system param-
eters are slightly changed. According to Eq. �20�, large ab-
errations at a surface lead to a large increase of QI at that
surface. Inspired by the Seidel aberration analogy men-
tioned earlier, the algorithm that follows �see also Fig. 3�
keeps the aberrations per surface at an acceptably low level
during optimization. At the time of this writing, constraints
on 	�̂ seem to be sufficient for achieving the envisaged
goal. If necessary, the paths of real rays can be brought
even closer to the paraxial ones if constraints are imposed
on 	�̂ as well. The QI before and after each surface is
computed from ray-tracing data by using Eq. �13�. For each
field point, QI is calculated for r rays. �At present we use
four rays per field: chief ray, upper and lower marginal
rays, and a skew ray.29� The average QI change at the sur-
face, 	�, is then

	� = 	1

r
�
i=1

r

�	�̂x,i
2 + 	�̂y,i

2 �
1/2

. �24�

The average QI change defined by Eq. �24� will be used to
stabilize the optimization.

A configuration, which would otherwise arrive into an
unstable region of the merit function space during local
optimization, is stabilized in two stages. In the first stage,
the variables are modified so that the configuration be-
comes stable. At this stage, optimization is used surface by
surface to minimize the QI change at each surface. The
variables are the coefficients a2m for the given surface. The
shapes of other surfaces are left unchanged. The process is
performed for all surfaces successively.

The surface shapes obtained in this way lead to stable
ray paths. In the second stage, the imaging quality is opti-
mized, again surface by surface, with the additional con-
straint 
��
, where 
 is chosen empirically. It turns out
that if the maximal change per surface of the QI remains

small enough during optimization, the configuration is kept

March 2008/Vol. 47�3�4
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n the safe region of the parameter space. The parameter 

hould be small enough so that excessive strain that cannot
e handled properly by the local optimization algorithm is
voided, but because a certain degree of strain is often nec-
ssary to obtain a successful design, 
 should not be too
mall. But when the stabilization attempt is not successful,
he process should be repeated with a smaller value of 
.
inally, the QI constraint is removed and conventional op-

imization is performed. In the several cases we have stud-
ed, the QI optimization was able to change the configura-
ion in such a way that the final conventional optimization
ecomes stable.

As an example, we present below the results obtained
ith this method for a six-mirror EUV objective.26 Figure 4

hows an optimized six-mirror system, in which all six cur-
atures and the aspheric coefficients of fourth and sixth
rder on each surface have been used as variables. The
mage plane is placed at the paraxial position and the first
istance has been used to keep the magnification of 0.25
onstant. The system is quasi-telecentric in the object space
nd telecentric in the image space; that is, the upper mar-
inal ray in the object space and the chief ray in the image
pace are parallel to the optical axis. Distortion has also
een controlled.

The conventional optimization of the original starting
onfiguration has encountered abnormal termination. In the
esulting system, we have observed that even a small
hange in the variables can cause large changes in the ray
aths and in the performance of the system. The histograms

Fig. 3 Flow cha

ig. 4 Six-mirror system stabilized with the quasi-invariant method,
ith object heights between 114 and 118 mm, a numerical aperture

f 0.24, and a magnification of 0.25.

ptical Engineering 033004-
in Fig. 5 present the initial and final values of the variables
for conventional and QI optimization. Figure 5�a� and 5�b�
show the behavior of the curvatures and of the sixth-order
aspheric coefficients at each surface, respectively. In this
example, the qualitative behavior of the fourth-order as-
pheric coefficients is similar to that of the curvatures. The

I optimization.

Fig. 5 Initial and final values of the variables for conventional and
QI optimization �relative units�. �a� curvatures; �b� the sixth-order

aspheric coefficients at each surface.

March 2008/Vol. 47�3�5
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nal QI results correspond to the stage immediately before
he final conventional optimization. The difference between
onventional and QI optimization is caused by the behavior
f the aspheric coefficients. We observe that, although the
alues of the curvatures are roughly the same in the two
ases, in the conventional case, the sixth-order aspheric co-
fficient at the fifth surface is much larger and has a differ-
nt sign than in the QI optimization. In our experience, with
ther systems as well, the aspheres were more likely to
ove the systems in regions of instability than the curva-

ures.
The sensitivity to changes in the variables has been stud-

ed for systems with aspheric coefficients of different order.
n a case where fourth-order aspheric coefficients cause in-
tability in the system, we have analyzed the behavior of
he Seidel aberration coefficients as well. The Seidel sums
or the unstable system are lower than for the QI-optimized
ystem, but the QI optimization leads to smaller values of
he Seidel aberrations per surface and keeps the system in
he stable region of the merit function space.

Conclusions
e have presented a new method to stabilize, when neces-

ary, the optimization process of EUV mirror systems hav-
ng high-order aspheric surfaces. The method is based on
he assumption that surfaces that may generate instability
re surfaces, that induce large ray aberrations. Because the
eparture from the invariance of the quasi-invariant �Eq.
20�� is related to the aberrations at that surface, the aver-
ge change of the quasi-invariant �Eq. �24�� is a useful tool
or indicating the surfaces that cause instability and for de-
reasing their sensitivity. Optimization with the quasi-
nvariant constraint has been applied to several EUV de-
igns for which conventional optimization becomes
nstable and, after the configuration was stabilized, subse-
uent conventional optimization remained stable in all
ases. In this paper, the emphasis is on stabilizing the op-
imization of EUV mirror systems. However, the same
echnique can be applied for different systems as well.
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